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As managers experience more volatile
markelplaccs, global competition, short-
cncti prtxkict lite cycles, customer pres-
sures for tailored offerings and tighter
performance standards, they increasingly
depend on new information systems. The
IS components in business solutions must
be constructed rapidly and effectively
despite the massive changes in IT (infor-
mation technology) product capability, a
restructured supply indiisliy, potential
shifts in system development approaches,
and new ambiguities in terms of wliat
should be regarded as a business-side
versus a technical specialist task. Rockarl
et al. suggest that the IT organization
must address "eight imperatives" that rep-


resent a combination of organizational
arrangements and target achievements.'
And Ross et al. argue that companies
must build and siislain ihree key IT
assets: a strong IT staff, a reusable tech-
nology base, and a partnership between
IT and business management.^


Our own analysis links (he idea of a
strong IT staff with two developments that
have been prominent in the recent litera-
ture and in the thinking of managers with
whom we have worked: the concept of
core competencies and the potential for
IT oLitsourcinj>. Consider first the rationale
for core competencies, in an increasingly
complex, fast-changing worki, businesses
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succeed, it is claimed, through sustained commitment
to excellence within a narrow domain. It is simply
not possible for any organization to remain competi-
tive, let alone world-class. If it dissipates managers'
attention across many diverse markets and activities
when each is subject to potential transformation.
Thus we see corporations divesting subsidiaries in
order to focus on fewer businesses that exploit their
core competencies,' Phrases such as "virtual" and
"hollow" coiporations and examples such as


10 Benetton and Nike capture the prescriptions of Quinn


and others: successful businesses focus on creating
advantage through a small number of core activities,
while other activities are outsourced to world-class
supplier-partners.'' Hence managers are debating
whether IS is core or noncore and peripheral lo the
future of their business.


Instead of focusing on IS as core or non-


core, the debate should really center on


which IS capabilities are core to the


husiness's future capacity to exploit IT


successfully.


Next is the potential for IT outsourcing. The IS/IT
domain arguably represents an extreme example of
growing complexity and rapid change. Can any busi-
ness, however rich in resources, manage IS/IT activity
through this turbulence as well as third-party providers
with wholly dedicated managers? Organizations such
as General Dynamics, Xerox, and the UK's Inland
Revenue have concluded huge IS outsourcing deals.
Yet, often, these deals are labeled "strategic partner-
ships," recognizing that IT exploitation remains a crit-
ical (but noncore) element in the future of the busi-
ness.'̂


We suggest that this uneasy juxtaposition of terminol-
ogy indicates a need to apply the analysis quite dif-
ferently. Instead of focusing on IS as core or non-
core, the debate should really center on which IS
capabilities are core to the business's future capacity
to exploit IT successfully. This has led us to look
beyond the many dimensions of change to focus on
the recurring, fundamental issues a company faces,
whatever the contemporary specifics of business cir-
cumstance or IT product. Core IS capabilities are only


those that a firm must possess to respond to these
recurring issues over time.


Challenges in Exploiting IT
We see three enduring challenges in the exploitation
of IT that a company must successfully address over
time (see Figure 1). Companies must retain the
capacity to regulady adjust their pf)sitioning in each
area — and sometimes radically change their chosen
business strategies, IT platforms, or arrangements for
delivering IS services.


• The challenge of business and IT vision is to
address the need ("imperative" in the words of
Rockart et al.") for two-way strategic alignment
between business and technology. A company must
consistently focus information system efforts to sup-
port business strategy. In addition, IT developments
can enable new, superior business strategies, For
example. Pine et al. have suggested that the opera-
tions function of many i:)usinesses may be trans-
formed by using IT for mass customization — the
simultaneous achievement of low unit costs and high
customer specificity." Siuiilarly. Rayport and Svi<jkla
have argued that IT is transforming tlie focus of the
marketing function from the "marketplace' to the
"marketspace," allowing new opportunities for distrib-
ution, product offerings, and brand exploitation."
Business and IT vision requires insightful assessments
of the myriad claims about what technology can do
and how to use it.


Figure 1
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• The challenge of delivery of IS services at low cost
and liigh quality is l;)eing transformed by the emerging,
vibmnt services market. While McFarlan and Nolan,
Lacity et al., and Earl have contrasting prescriptions,
there seems little doubt that Iiusinesses will experience
much change in the sourcing of IS services for many
years.'' Rockart et al. see managing vendor partner-
ships as one of eight imperatives.'" The first aspect of
the delivery challenge is to proactively devise and
manage effective sourcing strategies. But the challenge
is also more complex than this, involving the assess-
ment and potential adoption of new IT management
prescriptions and fundamentally different development
methods. As both Rockart el al, anti Ross et al. nt)te,
there are unprecedented pressures on the IS function
to develop new systems faster and to achieve higher
performance in the operation of existing services."


• The challenge of design of IT architecture — the
choices of technical platform on which to moimt IS
services — represents the first critical step in achieving
what Ross et al. call the technology asset of the busi-
ness." It is linked closely to changes in technology
capability and supplier health. Do gioupware prod-
ucts and intranets represent complementary proposi-
tions or alternative directions? What impact do low-
cost/network-driven workstations have on existing
client/server architecture and its providers? To the cha-
grin of organizations seeking stability over time in
their technical platfomis, product sectors are quite
commonly dominated by companies that scarcely
existed a few years ago. The business life cycle of IT
companies seems to last years rather than decades.
And IT architecture needs to remain open to tlie
changing demands of the host business. With the blur-
ring of organizational boundaries, there may be pro-
found change required in what Keen has called the
"reach" and "range" of the platform, with a wide selec-
tion of IS services being provided to users beyond the
historic confines of the business."


What the three challenges have in common is the
need to continually reassess and reinterpret a basic
remit within a turbulent context. A business that can-
not update and alter its decisions in these areas will
soon be severely handicapped, strategically and eco-
nomically. We have been searching for the minimum
capabilities that enable a business to consistently
address the three challenges. Beyond this minimum,
the organization may occasionally decide to operate
in-house or to contract for services or resources to
achieve its IS activities.


Three Research Strands
Our assessment of tlie core IS capabilities developed
from three strands of research: The first strand con-
centrated on the CIO's role, persona, and experi-
ences. Based on face-to-face interviews in sixty-one
organizations, Karl and Feeny profiled CIOs" potential
to add value to the business, and leading CIOs indi-
cated the capabilities they believed were crucial to
the IS function." In the second strand, Feeny et al.
investigated four capabilities that CIOs consistently
higlilighted." The research showed how target capa-
bilities were delivered and profiled the people who
delivered them. An extensive third strand involved
IS/IT outsourcing, Lacity et al. reported the findings
on outsourcing practice from questionnaires and
interviews."' Most significantly for our purpose, many
of the organizations studied directly addressed the
scope of the residual" in-house IS function.'"


Looking across the research strands, we find organi-
zations converging from two directions. In the first
two research areas, most clearly positioned IS/IT as a
strategic resource for the business. The CIOs in these
companies focused on identifying and developing the
capabilities most directly associated with creating
business value through IT. They were less interested
in the capabilities required to successfully engage the
market of IS/IT service providers, and their views
were less developed in this area.


However, the various stakeholders in the third
research area generally showed the opposite tenden-


Figure 2
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The incoming CEO of an energy utility


believed that IT was critical to achieving


his vision for the husiness hut found that


his predecessor had outsourced the


company's entire IS function.


12 cy. Having made significant commitments to IS/IT
outsourcing, they concentrated on managing external
service providers and the new capabilities required.
While they recognized the need to address future
business and IT vision, it represented a long-term
agenda. Furthermore, they knew that they would
have to carefully justify and vigorously argue for the
investment in LS capabilities required for the long-
term challenge.


Nine Core IS Capabilities
By combining the different perspectives and
emphases from the three research strands, we identi-
fied the nine core IS capabilities we describe next
(see Figure 2). They are required both to underpin
the pursuit of high-value-added applications of IT
and to capitalize on the external market's ability to
deliver cost-effective IT services.


1. Leadership
Integrating IS/IT effort with husiness purpose and
activity- Effective IS/IT leaders devise the organiza-
tional arrangements — structures, processes, staffing
— to address each challenge area and to manage
their interdependencies. They set goals and direction
in each area. Leaders also influence the overall busi-
ness perception of IT's role and contribution and
establish .strong business/IT relationships at the exec-
utive level, and leverage those relationships to
achieve a shared vision for IT. At the same time,
leaders determine the values and culture of the IS


function and instill the belief that an LS staffs first
duty is to contribute to achieving business solutions.


Leadership is, of course, the traditional role of the
CiO or director of IT, although the future of that role
is sometimes questioned. But our experience consis-
tently reinforces Ead and Feeny's view that the CIO is
personally instrumental in organizational exploitation
of IT. In one example, the incoming CFO of an ener-
gy utility believed that IT was critical to achieving his
vision for the business but found that his predecessor
had outsourced the company's entire IS function. The
new CEO recmited a high-caliber CIO and charged
him with recreating sufficient in-house IS capability
to safeguard the company's ability to pursue future
business directions (see the sidebar on East Midlands
Electricity).


2. Business Systems Thinking
Envisioning the business process tbat technology
makes possible. Managers in the case study compa-
nies were commonly concerned about the lack of
progress in integrating business development with IT
capability. Many were still making IS/IT investments
to support aging and inefficient processes or adding
to new processes that were designed without consid-
ering current IT capability. Experts in business sys-
tems thinking understand connections and interde-
pendencies in business activity. They build and com-
municate holistic views of current organization and
activity as a basis for envisioning potential new pat-
terns. Companies that have the capability, such as a
major retailer in our research, automatically include
IS as an equal partner in every significant hLisiness
development initiative. By contrast, in a large aero-
space business, the CIO was frustrated at her inability
to get LS representation in any of the business
process reengineering task forces underway. The
managers planned to involve LS later, after the prima-
ry thinking and design were complete, and the CIO
couldn't convince them that any of her staff could
contribute at a more formative stage.


East Midlands Electricity


In 1992, East Midlands Electricity out-
sourced its IT department and transferred
almost the entire computer staff of 230
people, in a twelve-year, $230 million deal
with Perot Systems, In 1995, senior man-
agers accepted that systems were critical
to the evolution of the company's business


strategy, as East Midlands sought to imple-
ment maior new client/server systems.


The company needed a high-performance CIO
to provide the necessary IT/IS leadership and
manage the new IT organization. According
to Andy Halford, the new group IS director,
his job was to "strengthen the in-house
resource . . . recognizing just how critical IT is


going to be to the business during the next
two to three years." The managing director.
Norman Askew, believed that rebuilding the
in-bouse team would also enable the compa-
ny to improve control, revise the IS/IT strate-
gies, and review the sourcing approach with
Perot Systems, He remarked; "You cannot
outsource these things and then not man-
age them adequately."
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3. Relationship Building
Ck'(ti)tg the husiue.ss constructively engaged in IS/IT
ismes. While the business systems thinker is the indi-
vidual embodiment of integrated business/IT think-
ing, relationship Iiuilding f;icilitates tlie wider dia-
logue between business and IS communities.
Specifically, relationship building involves developing
users' understanding of IT's potential, helping users
and IT specialists work together, and ensuring users'
ownership and satisfaction. Researchers and commen-
tators have pointed to the difficulty in achieving this
dialogue and referred to the culture gap between
"techies" and "users." White this gap can occur in
delivering IS services, we have found that relation-
ship building's most important contribution is in the
creation of mutual confidence, harmony of purpose,
and successful communication among those focused
on the business and technical agendas. Through edii-
cation (of both sides) and facilitation, the relationship
builders bring together, in constructive dialogue, peo-
ple wlio previously found it diffic-ult to talk to each
other. In many instances, a single individual has
transformed the relationship between an area of the
business and the IS function. As a departmental head
at one retailer commented: "Things are quite different
now; we feel our new contact point with IS is really
one of us."


Relationship building involves develop-


ing users' understanding of IT's potential,


helping users and IT specialists work


together, and ensuring users' ownership


and satisfaction.


4. Architecture Planning
Creating the coherent blueprint for a technical plat-
form that responds to current and future business
needs. The need for architecture planning and the
challenge of achieving it may be self-evident.
Through insighl into technology, suppliers, and busi-
ness directions, architecture planners develop the
vision of an appropriate technical platform. They also
formulate associated policies that ensure necessary
integration and flexibility in IS services, the basis for
shared IT services across the firm. Planners shape
what Broadbeni and Weill have called the IT infra-
structure.'"


Is architecture planning a core IS capability? The
study organizations that had made recent commit-
ments to a largely outsourced IS environment com-
monly assumed that the task of architecture plan-
ning was now one for their suppliers. We question
that assumption. Without in-house expertise, a com-
pany cannot understand the viability of addressing
new demands or the potential for meeting existing
demands on a new technology platform with better
economics. Nor will an external supplier place pri-
ority on moving to a lower-cost platform, unless it
results in higher profits, rather than lower revenues.
for the supplier.


An automotive manufacturer has, for many years,
outsourced tnost of its IS/IT activity. Through its
own significant investment in architecture planning,
the company both protects its ability to exploit IT
and can negotiate architectLire evolution with its
SLippHers from a position of strength. Similarly, a
multinational glass manufacturer that outsourced
much of its IT activity retained the skills to identify
and manage the common standards required to
achieve interrelationships and efficiencies across its
businesses,


5. Making Technology Work
Rapidly dchierin;^ lechnleal progress — hy one
means or another In the overlap between the chal-
lenges of IT architecture design and delivt-iy of IS
services is the core capability of making technology
work, which requires much of the insight of an
architecture planner, with a pragmatic, short-term
orientation. In an environment of complex, net-
worked. multisLipplier systems, technical "fixers"
make two critical contributions: they rapidly trou-
lileshoot problems that are disowned by others
across the technical supply chain, and they identify
how to address business needs that cannot be prop-
erly satisfied by standard technical approaches.
Fixers who excel are extraordinarily productive in
programming and can work within a wide range of
technical regimes because of their understanding of
IT'S fundamentals (rather than specifics).


Even organizations that have totally outsourced rec-
ognize the need to retain this sort of capability. A
leading U.K. retailer outsourced its mainframe oper-
ations in 1996. Learning from outsourcing experi-
ences elsewhere in the group, the senior managers
concluded that IT applications support amounted to
a core IS capability and retained the technical skills
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to deliver it in-house (see the sidebar on The
Kingfisher Croup).


6. Informed Buying


Managing ihe IS/IT sourcing strategy that meets the
interests of the husiriess. A second core IS capability
that overlaps all three challenge areas is informed
buying, which involves analysis of the external mar-
ket for IS/IT services, selection of a sourcing strategy
to meet business needs and technology issues, and
leading the tendering, contracting, and service man-
agement processes. In an organization that decides to
oiit.source most of its IS/IT sewice, the informed
buyer is the most important person after the CIO. As
one interviewee described the role: "If you are a
senior manager in the company and you want some-
thing done, you come to me and I will select the
vendor and draw up the contract. If anything goes
wrong, it's my butt that gets kicked by you." Similarly,
the IT director of an electronics group commented:
"Business-unit-based managers are now responsible
for buying IT products and services from our pre-
ferred suppliers; they are absolutely critical in giving
us control of IT.'


Even companies that retain 80 percent or more IS/IT
activity in-house recognize the importance of in-
formed buying. Typically, as spending on outside
services gets closer to 20 percent of the IT budget,
the informed buying capability develops and be-
comes separate from the CIO role. There are two
trends here: First, business managers require reas-
surance that the in-house option is truly appropriate
and competitive compared to external options.
Second, as data centers and other operational activi-
ties are consolidated to achieve efficiencies, they
provide in-house services on the basis of more
explicit, quasi-contractual agreements.


7. Contract Facilitation


Ensuring the success of existing contracts for IS^IT ser-
vices. Arrangements for delivery of IS services are
complex. Typically, many users within the business


receive various sen-ices from multiple supply points
(external and internal) in detailed, lengthy service
agreements. Contract facilitation provides a single
point of contact through which the user can ensure
that problems and conflicts are resolved fairly and
promptly, within a framework of agreements and
relationships. It is an action-oriented capability. If ser-
vice agreements and suppiiers were perfect, contract
facilitation would not be a core IS capability. But as
one interviewee noted: "The u.sers have been bitten a
few times when they have dealt directly with suppli-
ers, and it's a service we can provide, so now we
do." Although contract facilitation is sometimes ,sel up
to help manage excessive user demand and cost
overruns with vendors, in general, it is a coordinating
role that both users and vendors appreciate,


8. Contract Monitoring


Protecting tbe business's contractual position, current
and future. As organizations exploit the burgeoning
external market for IS services, contract monitoring
becomes a core IS capability. While tlie contract facil-
itator works to "make things happen" every day, the
contract monitor ensures that the business position is
protected at all times. Effective contract monitoring
means holding suppliers to account on both existing
service contracts and the developing performance
standards of the services market. It enables produc-
tion of a "report card" for each supplier that high-
lights their achievement against external benchmarks
and the standards in the contract.


While all our outsourcing case study companies rec-
ognized contract monitoring as a core IS capability,
we found that they underestimated the extent of the
task if outsourcing resulted from executives making
snap decisions. The more detailed development of a
major outsourcing deal in the defense industry led a
senior IT manager to comment: "We need a signifi-
cant number of people in-house to monitor vendor
service performance. In one business unit alone, we
have sixteen people working on contracts, six exclu-
sively on the monitoring side. Admittedly, we are still


The Kingfisher Group


The Kingfisher Group in the United Kingdom
consists of leading retailers Woolworth's,
B&Q. and Connet. B&Q was the last to out-
source its aging mainframe operations, in a
three-year deal signed in 1996. Its objective
was to free internal IT staff to refocus on


building and deploying midrange and dis-
tributed client/server systems. Following his
own experiences, the IT director of
Woolworth's advised B&Q to retain in-house
technical skills to deliver applications devel-
opment and support related to the main-
frame environment. According to B&Q tech-
nical director Pete Hanson: "We originally


identified these as noncore and targets for
outsourcing. But, in fact, our applications
support people have an understanding of
the business, and of the specific applica-
tions context, that amounts to a core IS
competency." After outsourcing, the compa-
ny also found that even more effort had to
be put into technical interface tasks.
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Effective contract monitoring means


holding suppliers to account on both


existing service contracts and the devel-


oping performance standards of the ser-


vices market.


in the sctt!ing-in period, but I can'l see the work
declining that much."


9. Vendor Development
kk-iilifviii,i>. Ihc J'olc'/iticil acldccl raliie of IS/IT service
suppliers, Tlie single mosl lluealening aspect of
IS/IT outsourcing is the substantial switching cost.
To outsource successfully requires considerable
effort over time. In one case, it took more than fifty
man-years lo arrive at a contract for a ten-year deal
worth around $700 million. Sizable implementation
recjuirements followed. To subsequently change
suppliers may require equal effort. U is in the com-
pany's interest to maximize the contribution of exist-
ing suppliers and also, when out.sourcing, to guard
against what we call "mid-contract sag." A supplier
may be meeting the contract after two or more
years, liut none of the much talked-about added
value of out.sourcing materializes. As the contract
manager of a major U.S. bank commented after his
firm consolidated and outsourced its data centers:
•Sure, tlie suppliers deliver the contract, but to the
leiEer. They've incurred only one penalty in more
than two years. Hut tiying to get them to identify
the added value that we both talked about at tlie
beginning, let alone deliver it, is very difficult.
They've had changes in management staff, so they
are driven by what is written down rather than
some of our initial understandings."


hi vendor development, organizations look beyond
existing contractual arrangements to explore the long-
term potential for suppliers to create win-win situa-
tions in which the supplier increases its revenues hy
providing sei-vices that increase business benefits. A
major retail multinational has many ways to achieve
this, including an annual formal meeting. One man-
ager remarked. "It's in both our interests to keep
these things going, and we have a formal meeting
once a year with our iiiggest suppliers at very senior
levels in both organizations. There are certain things


we force on our suppliers, like understanding our
business and growing the business together."


Noncore IS Capabiiities
Our analysi,s suggests that many traditional capabilities
of IS functions should he regarded as noncore.
Ke.search evidence shows that outsourcing can suc-
ee.ssfuliy achie\'e much IS delivery and development.
Lacity et al. provide frameworks for decision making
on engaging the external market for IS services.'''
Through the core IS capabilities we have described,
organizations can exercise the frameworks to utilize a
pragmatic blend of internal and external resources in
noncore IS roles.


When we share our analysis in workshops with large
organizations, participants sometimes .suggest an addi-
titmal core IS capability: project management. In sup-
port, they refer to the well-documented problems of
large IS development projects. We suggest a more rad-
ical idea. If the IS function — through development
and deployment of leadership, relationship building,
and business systems thinking capabilities — success-
fully meets the challenge of business and IT vision,
there are no large IS projects. Projects become busi-
ness projects with IS and other dimensions, and proj-
ect management responsibility passes to business man-
agers. In Rockan's phrase, "the line takes the leader-
ship."'" Furthermore, with IT investment concentrated
into urgent, critical business projects, IS requirements
are compres.sed. When the emphasis is on achieving
an adequate system within a .short time, rather than on
a complete and state-of-the-art sy.stem, project man-
agement is considerably less demanding.


Our analysis does not therefore overlook the project
management capability but identifies it as an endur-
ing, core, and organizational requirement. However,
it may be a transitory requirement in the IS domain,
pending achievement of appropriate project manage-
ment capability throughout the organization. Thus, in
a major multinational insurance company, project
managers were traditionally located in the IS services
division. Several unsuccessful projects led to the
analysis that business managers needed to own their
new projects but lacked the necessary project man-
agement skills to execute them. The company contin-
ued to locale project managers in the IS services divi-
sion but with joint management roles on projects, so
they could develop experience. At the same time, the
company recniited more people with project manage-
ment experience into line positions (for a discussion
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and further examples, .see the sidebar on Project
Management).


Skills to Achieve Core IS Capabilities
Many IS runctions are developing new frameworks
for defining and developing the abilities of their IS
prtifessionals and managers. Often these frameworks
are based on consultants' "competency" models
focused on human resource management and may be


16 deployed more widely across the IS function's host
company. In such frameworks, each competency rep-
resents a generic unit of ability or characteristic such
as "analytical thinking," "self-control," or "results ori-
entation." Each of our core IS capabilities could be
represented as a combination of such competency
units. However, in this emerging field, there is little
general agreement on the labeling or definition of the
building blocks, or even on the level at which a ccjm-
petency is appropriately identified.


Other analysis focLises on skill sets. Lee et al.. Todd
et al., and Earl have explored the implications of
change in the IS function by referring to technical,
business, and interpersonal skills.̂ ' As with compe-
tencies, there are contrasting definitions of the termi-


nology but general agreement that IS professionals
and managers need (o demonstrate a changing mix
of skills in these three broad areas. Next we measure
the core IS capabilities against these areas, adding
two dimensions that we have consistently found
important; time horizons and value orientations
underpinning the delivery of each capability.


Technical Skills
while the need for technical skills is self-evident in
two core capability areas — architeclure planning and
making technology work — our research evidence
indicates that technical skiiis are important across the
spectrum of core IS capabilities. Earl and Feeny refer
to the requirement at the CIO level for "a profound
knowledge of IT" and the "lengthy apprenticeship in
the IS function" ct)mmon to value-adding CIOs.-'
Feeny et al. have found that high-performing relation-
ship builders matched outstanding technical specialists
in the length of their IS experience and their achieve-
ment in technical aptitude tests. Most business systems
thinkers in the sample had a similar profile.-'


Even supply management capabilities such as con-
tract monitoring require technical skills and people
with substantive IS experience. Closer analysis and


Project Management


Outsourcing acts as a catalyst, forcing
managers to think through what they iden-
tify as core and noncore capabilities. They
invariably identify project management as
core in these circumstances. But, if IT is
involved in the project, is project manage-
ment a core organizational capability or IS
capability?


in 1993, the U.K. Inland Revenue out-
sourced most of its IT and staff to EDS, in
a $1.6 billion, ten-year deal. It identified
twenty people in the business who were
capable of being project managers. It sub-
sequently regarded all projects as busi-
ness projects, sponsored and delivered by
business managers, wherever possible,
EDS was responsible for supplying techni-
cal expertise and some management
whenever a project had an IT component.


In its multimillion doitar, five-year deal
with three vendors, BP Exploration pur-
sued a similar philosophy. In tbis case, it
also retained high-impact consultants to


add functional and reengineering exper-
tise to business projects.


In 1997, Rolis Royce Industrial Power
Group signed a $450 million risk-reward
contract. As part of the deal, the vendor
would help deliver major reengineering
projects and be rewarded for business
improvements. In-house business man-
agers were assigned as project managers,
with reengineering expertise from A.T.
Kearney consultants and IT expertise from
EDS.


Many firms will always choose to develop
some special projects in-house. An exam-
ple is B&Q, which used outsourcing to free
up internal IT capability to deliver distrib-
uted systems. Its experience and our
research suggests tbat new tecbnology
projects are delivered effectively by multi-
functional teams led by users in the busi-
ness. Only when a tecbnology is stable and
well understood, and botb business and
tecbnical requirements can be closely
detailed, is it appropriate to hand the proj-
ect over to IT specialists. And, in principle,


it makes little difference whether these are
sourced from a vendor or in-house tecbni-
cal pool.


More generally, cur research and that Df
others suggest that any significant projects
are business projects, not IT, and each
requires a sponsor, a champion, and a man-
ager* The first two roles are most likely
filled by senior business managers, tbough
the CIO may be a candidate. Project man-
agement is an organizational capability, not
specifically an IS function capability. Tbe
primary criteria for an effective project
manager are credibility among stakehold-
ers and successful project experience.


' C. Beath arid B tvss, "TliB Informaiiori Technology Champion:
Airtirg and Abstting, Carmg, and Feeding IHawaii. Proceadrngs o(
ihH 7.M{ Annual Hawaii Internaiional Cnriferenca on Sysiams
Science, volume 4. Jsnuaty 1998), pp 1I5-IZ3:
P Moms. "Pjojec! Managenwnl Lessons from IT and Non'IT
Projects." in M Ead, e d , InlarnoUan Managemeni The
Orgamaiionsl Dimension (Oxtoid: Oxtoid Untversily Prass, 19961, PP.
321-336:


A. raytarCunnTiifigs and 0. Feeny. T h e Development and
impleniBiitaiian ot Systems Btidgmg the Uset-IS Gap," in L
Willcocks. D Feeny, and G. Istei. eds, Managing IJ As a Stimegic
ffej[>i//ce(Maidenhead, Enelanil. McGraw-Hill, )997|, pp. 17I-2D2:
and L Willcocks and W Cume. "Dnes Radical ReengineerinH Really
Work' Emerging issues in Straiegic Projects." in Willcncfcs et al
i1997i. pp. 238-273
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interpretation suggests tliat the common requirement
is best captured as ••understanding IT capability."
Lengthy immersion in IS enables understanding of the
fundamentals and provides a lasting base from which
to interpret new developments. Even the technical
specialists in our research seem to rely more on their
mental models of technology than on formal training
in the latest products. The criticai step is to reach the
equivalent of what Bohn calls the "know why"
stage.-' Then someone who is confident of under-
standing IT capability over time, at whatever level
requiretl, can pursue delivery of a core capability.


Business Skills
Significant business skills are a prerequisite for deliv-
ering at least five of the core IS capabilities: leader-
ship, business systems thinking, relationship building,
informed liuying, and vendor development. How
then do we explain the predominantly IS people in
our research sample who perform so well in these
areas? To unravel the paradox, we distinguished
between the acciimuialion of busine.ss experience
and the capacity for business understanding. We
found that building relationships between IS and, say,
marketing is dependent not on marketing expertise
that rivals that of marketing professionals, but rather
on convincing those professionals that you under-
stand their goals, concerns, language, and proce.sses
and are tiying to help them achieve (lio.se goals.
Similarly, lousiness systems thinking that stimulates
new ideas for managing the supply chain requires
conceptualizing and envisioning busine.ss processes,
nol developing detailed command of current minutiae.
In this analysis, supported by data from Feeny et al.,
IS professionals deliver core IS capabilities by exploit-
ing assets that previously enabled their successful IS
careers: rapidly absorbing new information, building
mental models of how things work (in this case, the
business and the organization rather than the technol-
ogy), and using those models for exploration.-^


Interpersonal Skills
In four areas of core IS capability —• relationship
building, contract facilitation, leadership, and
infornit'd buying — interpersonal skills are at a pre-
mium. In Figure 2, each of these capabilities appears
in the overlap of two or three challenges and there-
fore represents the need to build bridges between the
various communities. Thus contract facilitators mu.st
empathize with both business users and sei-vice
providers and show ihat tliey understand and respect
others' concerns and \-alues in facilitating problem


solving. CIOs, leaders, and informed buyers have the
ultimate challenge of guiding all tliree conununities.


The one exception appears to be the technicians.
Although positioned in an overlap, they are not rec-
ognized for interpersonal skills. People tolerate the
technicians' awkwardness and tactlessness because
they are confident of their ability to make things
work. One CIO referred to these people as his
Michelangelos; perhaps difficult behavior is accepted
and even expected when genius is recognized.


Time Horizons
Another facet is the time horizon appropriate to each
capability. For those capabilities embedded in a sin-
gle circle — business systems tliinking, architecture
planning, contract monitoring, and vendor develop-
ment — the emphasis is on identifying and protecting
ihe l(5ng-ierm position: the target business process,
the technical architecture over time, and the lasting
arrangements with .service providers.


By contrast, relationship builders, technical fixers,
and contract facilitattirs must be committed to short-
term progress within the constraints imposed hy the
long-term interests of their colleagues. If technical fix-
ers fail to make technology work quickly, they forfeit
the confidence and respect of those they serve.
Relationship builders and contract facilitators similarly
need to keep things moving. The challenge for CiOs.
leaders, and informed buyers is to constantly balance
long-term interests against short-term imperatives.
According to Earl, simultaneous attention to long-
term vision and shoii-term performance is a matter of
survival for CIOs.-"


Motivating Values
When Feeny ct al. .studied a subset of core IS capabili-
ties, they were surprised to find how many of fifty-
three people in the stLidy group were multitalented."
Just under half were seen by their colleagues (man-
agers, peers, subordinates) as excelling in at least iwo
areas. Today's business systems thinkers or relation-
ship builders were often yesterday's high performers
in making technology' work. What had changed over
time was their motivation or value set, the challenges
that captured iheir imagination.


The research team for MIT's Management in the
1990s research organized their findings around a con-
ceptual framework that depicted management pro-
cesses addressing foLir elements:-"
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• Strategy: How does the bu.siness currently create
value, and how might it create more?
• Structure; How does the organization work, and
how should it proceed with the issue at hand?
• IndividuaIs/roles: What are a person's goals, values,
or style, and how can the company ensure his or her
support?
• Technology; How does the technology work, and
what must the company do to achieve its target?


18 We see the values embedded in the nine core IS
capabilities as various combinations of these ele-
ments. For example, successful business systems
thinkers are dedicated to .strategy and determined to
add value. Relationship builders are absorbed by
individuals and roles and the element of structure.
Informed buyers are intrigued by the interactions of
strategy and .structure, including the extended struc-
ture of the organization's suppliers.


Table 1 maps the nine capabilities against the skills
and values, as they emerged from our re.search. Each


capability requires distinctive skills and drivers. CFor
two examples, see the sidebars on IS/IT Leadership
and Making Technology Work.^


The Domain of Core IS Capabilities
We have found that organizations benefit from relat-
ing the IS core capabilities model to their own partic-
ular circumstances, priorities, and plans. The compa-
nies in our originally distinct research strands have
converged. Those concentrated on managing IT as a
strategic resource have increasingly recognized that
they can constaictively engage suppliers frtjm the
burgeoning market for IT services without limiting
their future ability to exploit IT. Others that have
already extensively committetl to IT outsourcing have
identified the relatively small amount of IS resources
required to master supply management and regain
the ability to instigate new initiatives. {Figure .5
depicts the typical result of this convergence,)


In the target steady state in which a core IS capabili-


IS/IT Leadership


In 1994, under government deregulation
plans, British Gas changed from a corpo-
ration with twelve independent regions,
each with their own organization, culture,
and systems, to five business units:
British Gas (corporate center), Transca
[pipelines}, BG Trading (gas delivery), BG
Service (selling/servicing heating con-
tracts), and BG Betail (showrooms). When
deregulation is completed in 1998, the $3
billion U.K, market will be open to compe-


tition. This massive, rapid change has
immense implications for the IT function,
closing twelve regional data centers and
sixty-four mainframe billing systems, man-
aging legacy systems while building new
systems, and reorganizing IT around new
business units and processes. At the
same time, British Gas is using external IT
vendors to meet stringent government
deadlines.


The group IS director and business unit IS
directors have key roles in designing and


facilitating many of these changes. They
also need to ensure capabilities and skills
are retained, developed, and located
throughout the group. An important part of
the IT/IS leadership task is to help set and
redevelop strategies. At the same time,
leaders have to plan and manage the
restructuring of the existing IS functions
without losing the ability to exploit IT far
business advantage. Much of this work
requires considerable interpersonal skills in
working with teams and individuals in IT
and in five different new units.


Making Technology Work


An underestimation of the need for in-
house technical skills was particuiarly
evident in companies that had out-
sourced. The IT manager of retailer W,H.
Smith commented; "I was managing cen-
tral systems, EDI, and telecommunica-
tions. Only the latter had been out-
sourced, but it took up 70 percent of my
time. Luckily, we had kept on someone
who happened to know about telecom-
munications. It's what saved us in the
end," Clearly, the manager was spread
too thin across technical, business, and
service areas.


Similarly, in an electronics company where
major outsourcing had occurred in the early
1990s, a senior IT manager remarked: "The
IT people we put into the business end
became isolated; their technical skills were
not wide-ranging enough for their new
roles, which also needed a lot more con-
tract management skills than they pos-
sessed." Here, again, the company was not
only fusing several capabilities —
informed buyer, technical fixer, and rela-
tionship builder— into one role, but also
learning by experience the skills needed to
support each capability. Unfortunately, the
downplay of technical skills is particularly
common in outsourcing IT supply


Alan Pollard, in charge of a five-year deal
between the British Army's Logistics
Information Systems Agency and EDS,
made an alternative case: "We can't retain
too much skill because we will be paying
twice for it. But we are retaining a mod-
icum in the systems analysis and require-
ments definition area and for rapid applica-
tion development and prototyping and
hybrid skills, for example. There can be a
flaw in any outsourcing if you are actually
outsourcing your basic skill. There will
come a time when you can no longer call
yourself an intelligent customer, unless, in
some way, you are growing the seed corn
of tomorrow's intelligence."
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Figure 3
IS Core Capability Domain
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ties iiKxlel has been inipleiiicntecl, the in-house IS
staff people are responsible for pursuing all aspects
of policy over time — the overall aiticulation and
promulgation of IT's role in the business, the devel-
opment and review of IS/IT sourcing strategies, and


the identification and overseeing of best practices in
IT management. They may be assisted in any or all
these tasks by outsiders with special expertise, who
work on the in-house team on an insourcing basis,
with in-house management and control,-''


This same combination of insiders with core IS
capabilities and insourced supporters tackle the
crucial first steps of application — the development
and maintenance of good business/IT relationships
and the vision of improved business strategies and
processes that are enabled by technology. Whether
they follow through to the resulting systems devel-
opment, or contract to external providers or non-
core resources, will be a function of the nature of
those systems — their level of strategic impact
and/or degrees of uncertainty in their specification.
Finally, in the delivery dimension, there is a limited
but crucial role for those with core IS capabilities.
They develop and review the required scope and
design of IT architecture, with the expectation that
external providers will increasingly create the
resulting infrastructure and operate the services
provided it.
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Map of Capabilities and Skills
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Skills
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We envision an IS fimction in w h i c h a relatively small


n u m b e r of p e o p l e with c o r e capabilities protect a n d


maintain t h e business's ability to exploit n e w d e v e l -


o p m e n t s in information t e c h n o l o g i e s ( s e e Figure 3).


T h e s e p e o p l e lead the strategic e n d of t h e activity


t h r o u g h capabilities such as IS/IT l e a d e r s h i p , b u s i n e s s


systems thinking, relationship building, architecture


p l a n n i n g , informed b u y i n g , a n d v e n d o r d e v e l o p m e n t .


T h e y also en.sure t h e effective day-to-day activity of


external p r o v i d e r s t h r o u g h contract facilitation, c o n -


20 tract monitoring, a n d m a k i n g t e c h n o l o g y w o r k .


Visually, of c o u r s e , Figure 3 can b e m i s l eadi ng since


t h e majority of r e s o u r c e s of the IS function h a v e b e e n


e n g a g e d in t h e activities n o w assigned to external


providers — systems d e v e l o p m e n t , IT platform c o n -


struction, a n d o p e r a t i o n a l services. T h e p i c t u r e t h e r e -


fore is o n e of radical c h a n g e over time. W h e t h e r to


migrate the latter services to external p r o v i d e r s grad-


ually, o r t h r o u g h a few large o u t s o u r c i n g contracts, is


just o n e decision that organizations must m a k e .


The Challenges Ahead
Core IS capabilities are those necessary and sufficient
to ensure that an organization can exploit changing
markets of technology and services — to achieve
business advantage through IT over time. Companies
need to do much to implement a core IS capability
model.


The most oiivious, pragmatic challenge is to under-
stand how best to use the model in a particular con-
text. How does a company translate core IS capabili-
ties into organization structure, job specifications,
management processes, and so on? How does it
decide how many people are required to deliver each
necessary capability? Clearly, the answers to these
and other questions are very much a fimction of the
size, shape, nature, and culture of each business, and
the drivers of demand for each capability area. For
example:


• Whenever there is strategic business leadership,
there must be matching IS/IT leadership — a pattern
of ClO-type positions in the business leadership
structure of the corporation. Proper recognition of the
distribution of business and IS/IT leadership is what
Rockart et al. call the need to "redesign and manage
the federal IT organization."^'


• The necessary number of business systems thinkers
will be a function of the number of business devel-


opment projects (business process reengineering ini-
tiatives and the like) active within the organization.


• Every operational unit will need a clearly identified
relationship builder who has sufficient time to devel-
op and maintain constructive business/IS relation-
ships within that unit.


• Deployment of the various supply management
capal^ilities must be proactively planned before the
organization uses external service providers. Compa-
nie.s should avoid the painful experience of recogniz-
ing the substantive needs of supply management only
after concluding major contracts.


• Architecture planning will be a central or dispersed
function depending on the chosen IS governance poli-
cies and what standards are required to support the
targeted level of coherence across its business units.


To what extent can a .single person deliver multiple
core IS capabilities? While some people are multi-
talented, others are not. Some, like CIOs, can com-
bine relationship building with business systems
thinking. Combinations are particularly problematic if
they consist of capabilities with conflicting time hori-
zons or motivating values. A person might find it dif-
ficult to be simultaneously interested in both the
potential for added value and the technology. Simi-
larly, a contract facilitators interest in finding a timely
solution to a service problem potentially conflicts
with the contract monitor's concern to avoid setting
undesirable precedents. Equally, companies need to
address the strategic and operational conflict inherent
in the CIO/leadership role, either by outsourcing
delivery activities or perhaps by creating a chief net-
work officer, as suggested by Rockart et al."


Must all core IS capabilities be delivered by an orga-
nization's employees? Is this practical for a small busi-
ness? It may be possible to achieve at least some of
the capabilities by insourcing, in which the delivering
individuals belong to external organizations (or other
units of the host corptiration) but work under the direc-
tion, and toward the goals, of in-house management.
For example, a highly qualified individual who is nei-
ther from the host company nor from its outsourced IT
service providers might do architecture planning.


Most critically in the long run, the core IS capability
mode! implies migration to a relatively small IS
function, staffed by highly able people. A company
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must address crucial questions to achieve the tran-
sition. What is the route from what may currently
be a large IS function, populated mainly by individ-
uals with less exceptional abilities? Having some-
how achieved migration, how must the IS func-
tion's culture, structure, career paths, and reward
systems be changed if a small nutnber of liighly
able people are to thrive and prosper rather than
get frustrated and leave? And will these arrange-
ments, despite the small size of the IS unit, provide
ciich individual witli the scope to propedy retain
and develop the capability for which he or she is
valued?


We see the core IS capability model as a blueprint
for sustaining an organization's ability to expU îl IT.
Despite the many challenges, we suggest that plan-
ning for a rather different IS function is a high-
priority task. All too often in our case study organi-
;^ations. we witnessed a reactive rather than an
anticipatory approach to IS human resource issues.
Such a reactive approach becomes ever more defi-
cient as the rates of change increase. If organiza-
tions are to contemplate the next decade of tech-
nological change with any cquanirnity, they must
design flexible IS arrangements with change in
mind.
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